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1 Introduction
Stochastic Context-Free Grammars (SCFGs) have been used widely in modelling RNA sec-
ondary structure. They were motivated by the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) in protein
modelling (Kroghet al., (1993)). What was lacking in HMMs though, was the ability tomodel
long range interactions which are necessary to provide an effective model for RNA secondary
structure. Thus, SCFGs, as generalisations of HMMs whichcanmodel long range interactions,
were used to model RNA secondary structure (Sakakibaraet al. (1994), Lefebvre (1996)).

Whilst much effort has been put into extending the SCFG modelto describe features such
as psuedoknots (Brown (1996)) or evolutionary history (Knudsen & Hein, (1999)), consider-
ably less has been put into the SCFG design itself. This was initially considered by Dowell
and Eddy (2004), where nine SCFGs were tested for their ability to predict RNA secondary
structure. These were all hand-designed SCFGs (including the SCFG from Knudsen and Hein
(1999), denoted hereafter KH99, which performed the best out of the nine), and it is the ap-
proach used in this paper that motivated two main questions addressed here.

Firstly, are there any better SCFGs than the ones used in Dowell and Eddy (2004)? There
is little reason to suggest that there are not stronger SCFGsout there, and finding these would
improve the quality of RNA secondary structure predictions. Similarly, if it can be shown that
the method of automatic SCFG design is effective for this problem, other bioinformatics appli-
cations which use SCFGs will benefit.
The second question concerns SCFG ambiguity. A SCFG is said to be ambiguous if there exists
more than one derivation for any string (Reederet al. (2005)). Ambiguity is generally con-
sidered undesirable as it allows suboptimal predictions. Dowell and Eddy (2004) tested two
SCFGs which were ambiguous, and these performed poorly in the evaluation. However, it is
quite possible that the performance of these two ambiguous SCFGs was due to SCFG design
and not to ambiguity. Therefore, there might be ambiguous SCFGs which perform well.

2 Methods
It was decided to use an evolutionary algorithm to explore the space of SCFGs. The size of
the space of SCFGs withn non-terminal variables isO(2n

3

), so intelligent searching methods
are necessary. An evolutionary algorithm also allows features of SCFGs which do not have any
immediate use to maintain and potentially be of use later.

Firstly, a normal form must be decided upon for the SCFG to enable training and testing al-
gorithms to be implemented. Whilst Chomsky Normal Form (Chomsky (1959)) might be a
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desirable form, it was felt that a new normal form might better relate to RNA secondary struc-
ture whilst still encapsulating all SCFGs. The following ‘double emission normal form’ was
used, allowing the following rule types:

T → UV

T → .

T → (U)

Here ‘.’ represents an unpaired nucleotide, and corresponding parenthesis paired nucleotides.

The initial population was then taken to be a selection of SCFGs with two non-terminal vari-
ables, which could then increase in functionality through breeding and mutation. The following
SCFGs were used:
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Z → .

with probabilities obtained through maximum likelihood estimation. Breeding and mutations
were then designed to allow the SCFG to develop additional production rules and non-terminal
variables.

The fitness function contained many features which would reward SCFGs for predicting RNA
secondary structure effectively. In particular, sensitivity and positive predictive value of pre-
dictions, mountain metric of predictions (Moultonet al. (2000)), and the difference and ratio
of probabilities of true structure and predicted structurewere all considered. Small complexity
penalties were also added to SCFGs with a large number of production rules or non-terminal
variables, as these were heuristically poor.

Data was taken from RNAStrand (Andronescuet al. (2008)), giving a filtered data set which
contained 339 sequences. This was split up into three subsets, a training set (for SCFG pa-
rameter inference), a test set (to evaluate the prediction performance within the evolutionary
algorithm), and an evaluation set (to evaluate the SCFGs produced by the evolutionary algo-
rithm). The data set used in Dowell and Eddy (2004) was also used to benchmark the grammars
produced in the evolutionary search. The search was also augmented by two other searches, one
a brute force search of SCFGs with at most two non-terminal variables, and the other a local
search of KH99 to determine whether slight modifications of KH99 would improve prediction
quality.

3 Results
In the search many strong SCFGs were found. Seven SCFGs are particularly strong (see Table
1), although many were presented in the search. In this sensethe space was found to have
many local optima, in that the search would very often converge to a strong SCFG. Methods
were taken to ensure that the search heuristic was a strong one, and this was seen in how the
SCFGs were at the level of the best of the hand-designed SCFGs, KH99. The benchmarking
on the Dowell and Eddy (2004) data showed that the SCFGs were strong predictors of RNA
secondary structure, and were not overtrained. The resultsfrom the brute force and local search
can be seen in Figure 1. These support the idea that intelligent searching methods are required
by examining the landscape of the space of SCFGs. For small SCFGs, they lack the ability to
generate complicated structure. When moving around the space, many movements that might
be made have little or no change in the SCFG prediction quality, seen in the local search of
KH99. Heuristically, the landscape has lots of ‘cliffs’.
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Table 1:The sensitivities, PPV, and ambiguity of grammars GG1-GG7 and KH99′.

Grammar Sensitivity PPV Ambiguity Completeness

KH99′ 0.496 0.479 No Yes
GG1 0.503 0.480 Yes Yes
GG2 0.505 0.481 Yes Yes
GG3 0.474 0.421 Yes No
GG4 0.474 0.454 Yes No
GG5 0.469 0.467 Yes No
GG6 0.486 0.468 Yes Yes
GG7 0.526 0.479 Yes Yes

Figure 1: Results of the brute force search (left) and local search of KH99 (right). For the brute force
search, 16384 SCFGs were searched, and none had sensitivitystronger than 0.25, demonstrating how
larger SCFGs with more structural features are needed. The local search tested 32 SCFGs with a single
rule added to KH99, and 496 with two rules added. The results are extremely concentrated around the
original sensitivity, many having exacly the same predictive ability.

4 Conclusions
In this investigation the space of SCFGs was searched using an evolutionary algorithm to look
for stronger grammars for RNA secondary structure prediction. Furthermore, whether or not
the SCFGs were ambiguous was considered, to determine whether the practical implications of
SCFG ambiguity were as bad as has been suggested.

Many strong SCFGs were found but, given the sensitivity to the data, it is hard to say which is
the best performer of the seven candidates. The SCFGs found were consistent performers on
the Dowell and Eddy (2004) data set but their ordering was not. Despite this, it is clear that
SCFG design is effective with this method.

Of interest was that all of the SCFGs found were ambiguous. This demonstrates how ambi-
guity can affect some SCFGs in greater ways than others. Thissuggests the need for a measure
of ambiguity, which can perhaps give some idea of how much thepredictions will suffer. How-
ever, in SCFG design, it is clear that one might not spend the huge time and effort on ensuring
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unambiguity.
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